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Abstract
Rapamycin, an inhibitor of target-of-rapamycin, extends
lifespan in mice, possibly by delaying aging. We recently
showed that rapamycin halts the progression of Alzheimer’s
(AD)-like deficits, reduces amyloid-beta (Ab) and induces
autophagy in the human amyloid precursor protein (PDAPP)
mouse model. To delineate the mechanisms by which
chronic rapamycin delays AD we determined proteomic
signatures in brains of control- and rapamycin-treated
PDAPP mice. Proteins with reported chaperone-like activity
were overrepresented among proteins up-regulated in rapa-
mycin-fed PDAPP mice and the master regulator of the heat-
shock response, heat-shock factor 1, was activated. This was
accompanied by the up-regulation of classical chaperones/
heat shock proteins (HSPs) in brains of rapamycin-fed
PDAPP mice. The abundance of most HSP mRNAs except
for alpha B-crystallin, however, was unchanged, and the cap-

dependent translation inhibitor 4E-BP was active, suggesting
that increased expression of HSPs and proteins with
chaperone activity may result from preferential translation of
pre-existing mRNAs as a consequence of inhibition of
cap-dependent translation. The effects of rapamycin on the
reduction of Ab, up-regulation of chaperones, and ameliora-
tion of AD-like cognitive deficits were recapitulated by
transgenic over-expression of heat-shock factor 1 in PDAPP
mice. These results suggest that, in addition to inducing
autophagy, rapamycin preserves proteostasis by increasing
chaperones. We propose that the failure of proteostasis
associated with aging may be a key event enabling AD, and
that chronic inhibition of target-of-rapamycin may delay AD
by maintaining proteostasis in brain.
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Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is the most common form of age-
associated dementia (Selkoe 2002). Deficits in AD are
believed to result in large part from the accumulation of
amyloid-beta (Ab), a toxic peptide released after proteolysis
of the amyloid precursor protein (APP). The largest risk
factor for AD is aging itself. Aging and age-associated
diseases such as AD have in common the expression of
misfolded and aggregated or damaged proteins (Hartl et al.
2011). Protein homeostasis or proteostasis is defined as the
tendency of a cell or system to maintain proteins in their
functional state by facilitating their proper folding, or their
degradation. Heat shock proteins (HSPs) and chaperones
have a major role in promoting proteostasis by assisting
protein folding, or by promoting their dissociation and
degradation when improperly folded or aggregated. The
expression of major HSPs in mammals is regulated mainly
by heat shock factor 1 (HSF1), (Morimoto 1998; Morley
and Morimoto 2004). HSF1 expression is required for
lifespan extension and protection from proteotoxicity by
caloric restriction in C. elegans (Steinkraus et al. 2008).
Over-expression of HSF1 alone is sufficient to increase
longevity (Hsu et al. 2003), and it ameliorates neurode-
generation in C. elegans models of polyglutamine (polyQ)
diseases (Hsu et al. 2003; Morley and Morimoto 2004) and
Alzheimer’s disease (Cohen et al. 2010). Conversely, loss
of HSF1 function accelerates neurodegeneration through the
reduced expression of major HSPs (Fujimoto et al. 2005;
Steele et al. 2008). Aging is associated with a decline in
HSP levels and in the responsiveness to stress, both at the
cellular and organismal levels (Tonkiss and Calderwood
2005). Transgenic mice over-expressing HSF1 (HSF1+/0)
were recently generated that show a significantly enhanced
heat shock response and protection against physiological
and pathological stresses (Pierce et al. 2010). The primary
form of regulation of heat shock genes is at the level of
transcription. Abundance of HSPs, however, is also post-
transcriptionally regulated (Banerji et al. 1984; Theodorakis
et al. 1988; Morimoto 2008). HSP mRNAs are preferen-
tially translated when cap-dependent translation is inhibited
(Beretta et al. 1996), resulting in their continued synthesis
when global translation is compromised (Panniers 1994;
Cuesta et al. 2000). eIF4E is a translation initiation factor
that is required to direct ribosomes to the cap (Kapp and
Lorsch 2004) structure of eukaryotic mRNAs. Hypophosph-
orylated eIF4E binding protein 1 (4E-BP1) interacts
strongly with eIF4E and blocks eIF4E function. Under
normal growth conditions (Gingras et al. 1999), 4E-BP is
repressed by target-of-rapamycin (TOR; Ma and Blenis
2009), by phosphorylation on Thr-37 and Thr-46(Gingras
et al. 1999, 2001). Rapamycin inhibits 4E-BP1 phosphor-
ylation by mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR),
enabling the interaction between eIF4E and 4E-BP1, and
consequently inhibiting cap-dependent translation (Beretta
et al. 1996; Gingras et al. 2001; Ma and Blenis 2009).

We (Spilman et al. 2010) and others (Caccamo et al.
2010) had previously demonstrated that inhibition of the
mTOR pathway by long-term rapamycin treatment blocks
AD-like cognitive impairment and Ab accumulation in the
human amyloid precursor protein (PDAPP) mouse model of
AD, and enhances aspects of proteostasis through the
induction of autophagy. The experiments of this study were
conducted to further explore the mechanisms by which
chronic rapamycin lowers Ab levels and improves cognitive
outcomes in PDAPP mice.

Methods

Mice

Human amyloid precursor protein mice (Hsia et al. 1999; Galvan
et al. 2006) were maintained by heterozygous crosses with
C57BL/6J mice (Jackson Laboratories, Bar Harbor, ME, USA).
Even though the human APP transgene is driven by a neuronal
promoter, heterozygous crosses were set up such that the
transgenic animal in was the dam or the sire in approximately
50% of the breeding pairs to avoid biases related to potential
effects of transgene expression during gametogenesis, and to rule
out imprinting effects. All experimental PDAPP transgenic mice
were heterozygous with respect to the transgene. Non-transgenic
littermates were used as controls. Unless stated otherwise,
experimental groups were as follows: control-fed non-Tg,
n = 10; rapamycin-fed non-Tg, n = 10; control-fed Tg, n = 12;
rapamycin-fed Tg, n = 12. Rapamycin was administered for
16 weeks starting at 4 months of age. All animals were males
and 8-month old at the time of testing. HSF1+/0 were derived and
maintained on a C57BL/6 background.

Rapamycin treatment

Mice were fed chow containing either microencapsulated rapamycin
at 2.24 mg/kg or a control diet as described by Harrison et al.
(2009). More information is provided in the Supporting Information
section.

Behavioral testing

The novel object recognition task was used to test recognition
memory (Antunes and Biala 2012), associated with dorsal
hippocampal function. Spatial learning and memory were
determined using the Morris water maze (Zhang et al. 2010;
Morris 1984; Galvan et al. 2006, 2008), Supporting Information
section.

2D Gel Electrophoresis

Tissues were processed for 2D gel electrophoresis as described
(Pierce et al. 2008) and Supporting Information section.

Immunoblots and real-time quantitative PCR

Mice were killed by isoflurane overdose followed by cervical
dislocation. Hemibrains were flash frozen. One hemibrain was
homogenized in liquid N2, while the other was used in immuno-
histochemical and RT-PCR determinations. Detailed information is
provided in the Supporting Information section.
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Immunohistochemistry

Ten-micrometer coronal cryosections from snap-frozen brains were
post-fixed in ice-cold methanol, stained with specific antibodies and
imaged as described in Supporting Information.

Statistical analyses

Statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism (Graph-
Pad, JMP Software, San Diego, CA, USA) and StatView. In two-
variable experiments, two-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni’s post
hoc tests were used to evaluate the significance of differences
between group means. When analyzing one-variable experiments
with more than two groups (such as in the evaluation of changes in
abundance in chaperone proteins using proteomic studies, Table 1
as indicated), significance of differences among means was
evaluated using one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s post hoc test.
Evaluation of differences between two groups was evaluated using
Student’s t-test. Values of p < 0.05 were considered significant.

Ethics and guidelines statement

All studies reported were in compliance with all rules and
regulations for the humane use of animals in research and were
approved by the University of Texas Health Science Center

Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. To minimize pain
or discomfort, mice were killed by isoflurane overdose, which is
significantly less stressful than other methods such as asfixiation by
CO2 overdose. The Animal Research: Reporting in vivo Experi-
ments (ARRIVE) guidelines as described by Kilkenny et al. 2010
have been followed in the preparation of this manuscript.

Results

Chronic rapamycin treatment increases levels of

chaperones and proteins with chaperone-like activity in

PDAPP mouse brains

We previously demonstrated that chronic feeding with
rapamycin-supplemented chow decreased Ab, halted the
progression of AD-like cognitive decline and increased
brain autophagy in PDAPP transgenic mice. To further
explore the mechanisms by which chronic rapamycin
feeding blocks cognitive decline in PDAPP mice we
determined proteomic signatures (Ideker and Krogan
2012) in brains of PDAPP mice that were fed control- or
rapamycin-supplemented chow for 16 weeks starting at

Table 1 Proteins differentially expressed in brain tissues of control- as compared with rapamycin-treated PDAPP transgenic mice. Significance of
differences was assessed using Student’s t-test and one-way ANOVA. p-values are indicated

Proteins Changed by 2D Gel Electrophoresis

Protein Name

Access.

no.

Mass
Values

Searched

Mass
Values

Matched

%

Cover-age

Mowse

Score

Fold change,

rapa-treated

p-value

t-test

p-value

1W-ANOVA

Neurofilament M protein P08553 44 26 27 196 > 2-fold Increase < 0.05
Nuclear mitotic apparatus protein Q80Y35 104 38 16 84 > 2-fold Increase 0.19
Kinesin like protein P28741 98 25 28 72 > 2-fold Increase 0.24

Endoplasmin P08113 47 25 28 179 1.98 < 0.05
Dynamin 1 P39053 52 24 24 129 > 2-fold Increase 0.09
NADH-ubiquinone oxidoreduct

75 kDa subunit, mitochondrial

Q91VD9 88 24 36 103 > 2-fold Increase 0.18

Neurofilament Light Polypeptide P08551 49 29 43 277 > 2-fold Increase 0.08
33 16 27 134 0.73 < 0.05

Dihydropyrimidinase-related protein 2 O08553 69 15 33 76 1.49 < 0.05

48 17 41 123 1.22 < 0.05
Alpha Internexin P46660 68 28 46 221 > 2-fold Increase 0.17
Glial Fibrilary Acidic Protein P03995 96 17 39 73 > 2-fold Decrease 0.06

Guanine nucleotide-binding
protein G(o) alpha

P18872 49 13 34 82 0.78 < 0.05

14-3-3 protein zeta/delta P63101 47 12 47 97 > 2-fold Increase 0.16

64 16 51 117 1.82 < 0.05
Beta Synuclein Q91ZZ3 17 6 45 76 1.40 < 0.05
Alpha Synuclein O55042 20 5 39 67 1.84 < 0.05

Proteins Changed by Immunoblot

CryAB 1.38 0.02 < 0.0001
HSP105 1.49 0.03 < 0.001
HSP60 1.38 0.22 < 0.001

HSP90 1.88 0.01 < 0.001
HSP25 1.268 0.09 < 0.001
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4 months of age to identify changes in levels of proteins
that correlated with decreased brain Ab and improved
cognitive function (Spilman et al. 2010). Six (43%) of the
proteins that showed changes in rapamycin-treated brains
were categorized primarily as structural proteins, 2 (14%) as
synaptic proteins, 2 (14%) as signaling proteins, 1 (7%) as
a protein involved in metabolism, 1 (7%) as a protein that
functions as a professional chaperone, while 2 (14%) are
involved in vesicle transport. We determined significance of
differences in protein abundance using BioRad PdQuest
software (BioRad, Hercules, CA, USA), with either a 2-fold
cutoff or a significance level of p < 0.05. Although a 2-fold
change is generally considered of interest in proteomics
studies, we included a second criterion that incorporated
statistical testing of fold-differences, as proteins that change
by less than 2-fold can still contribute a relevant physio-
logical effect. Of 14 proteins that were significantly
changed to any extent, or were changed over 2-fold, or
both, in rapamycin-treated PDAPP brains, 4 (29%), while
not classical chaperones, were reported to have chaperone-
like activity, including endoplasmin/glucose-regulated pro-
tein 94 (GRP94) (Eletto et al. 2010), 14-3-3 zeta (Vincenz
and Dixit 1996; Lynn et al. 2008), and alpha (Rekas et al.
2012) and beta (Lee et al. 2004) synucleins (Fig. 1a and
Table 1). As chaperone-activity is important for proteosta-
sis, we next determined whether levels of classical chap-
erones were also increased in rapamycin-treated PDAPP
brains by immunoblot. HSP105, HSP90, HSP60, and alpha
B-crystallin (CryAB), but not Hsp25, Hsp22, nor Hsp70
(Figure S1) were significantly up-regulated in brains of
rapamycin-fed PDAPP animals as compared with control-
fed mice (Fig. 1b and c). Covariation analyses of chaperone
abundance changes in brains of rapamycin-fed as compared
with control-fed PDAPP mice revealed that the slopes of

the curves representing changes in levels of different HSPs
were significantly different from zero (p = 0.01) but were
not significantly different from each other (p = 0.35,
multiple linear regression analysis). The calculated value
of the pooled slope for the curves representing the increases
in abundance of chaperones in rapamycin-treated PDAPP
brains was 48.36 and the Y-intercept was 51.6353. Thus,
levels of HSP105, HSP90, HSP60, and CryAB were
synchronously increased in brains of PDAPP mice chron-
ically fed with a rapamycin-supplemented diet.

Activated HSF1 is increased in brains of rapamycin-fed

PDAPP mice

Heat shock gene expression requires the activation of heat
shock factor transcriptional activators including HSF1
(Morimoto 1998). HSF1 is regulated by interaction of its
monomers with HSP90, and by constitutive repressive
phosphorylation at Ser(S) 303 and S307 (Knauf et al.
1996; Chu et al. 1998). Competitive binding of misfolded
proteins to HSP90 relieves its interaction with HSF1 and
enables the activation of HSF1 by trimerization and acqui-
sition of transcriptional competence after phosphorylation at
Ser326 (Guettouche et al. 2005). To determine whether the
increased HSP levels in brains of rapamycin-treated mice
was associated with increased activation of HSF1, we
examined the phosphorylation of HSF1 at S326 and S303
in brain tissues of control- and rapamycin-fed PDAPP mice.
In agreement with the increase in HSP levels, we found that
S326-phosphorylated HSF1 was increased in brains of
rapamycin-fed PDAPP animals (Fig. 2a and b). The
phospho-specific antibody that recognizes HSF1 phosphor-
ylated at S326, however, recognized endogenous brain
proteins only weakly as compared with recombinant HSF1
over-expressed in continuous cell line cultures. Thus, the

(a)

(b) (c)

Fig. 1 Up-regulation of chaperones in brains of rapamycin-fed human
amyloid precursor protein mice. (a) Regions of representative 2D gels
showing up-regulated a and b-synuclein, GRP94, and 14-3-3 in
rapamycin-fed human amyloid precursor protein mice, respectively.

Arrows indicate spot identities determined by MALDI-TOF MS. n = 12

animals per experimental group. (b) Representative immunoblots of
major Heat shock proteins (HSPs) from whole-brain extracts.
(c) Densitometric quantitation of immunoblots normalized to HSC70.
Immunoblots were performed four times. n = 5–8 animals/group. Data

are averages � SEM. *indicates p < 0.05.
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intensity of the bands observed in immunoblots of brain
tissue lysates exposed to the phospho-Ser326-HSF1-specific
antibody was weak, both in Western blots of brain lysates as
well as in western blots of material immunoprecipitated from
brain lysates using an antibody specific for total HSF1, or the
same P(Ser326)HSF1 antibody (Figure S4). No significant
differences in phosphorylation of HSF1 at S303 were
observed among experimental groups (Fig. 2a and c). The
increase in phosphorylation of HSF1 at S326 with no
changes in phosphorylation at S303 suggests that chronic
rapamycin feeding increases HSF1 activity in brains of
PDAPP mice.

Transcription of CryAB, but not of other chaperones, is

increased in brains of rapamycin-fed PDAPP mice

Proteostatic stress activates the HSF1-mediated transcrip-
tional response and also largely inhibits protein synthesis
(Voisine et al. 2010). Translation of pre-existing heat shock
mRNAs is favored in these conditions, however, resulting in
their continuing synthesis when global translation is com-
promised (Panniers 1994). To determine whether chronic
rapamycin feeding changes HSP mRNA levels in brain, we
performed real-time quantitative PCR using primers specific
for HSP105, HSP90, HSP60, GRP94, CryAB, and HSP22
on brain tissues from control- and rapamycin-fed PDAPP
mice. In spite of the observed increase in S326-phosphor-
ylated HSF1 in rapamycin-treated PDAPP brains (Fig. 2),
the abundance of most HSP mRNAs was unchanged
(Fig. 3a), suggesting that their up-regulation at the protein
level is a result of the preferential translation of pre-existing
mRNAs (Voisine et al. 2010; Morimoto 1998). CryAB
mRNA levels, however, were significantly increased in
brains of PDAPP mice chronically fed with rapamycin-
supplemented chow as compared with control-fed mice
(Fig. 3a). Moreover, CryAB mRNA levels were signifi-
cantly increased in brain tissues of PDAPP transgenic mice

with respect to those of non-transgenic littermates (Fig. 3b),
suggesting that the CryAB gene is up-regulated in brains of
PDAPP mice with respect to non-transgenic littermates, and
that chronic rapamycin treatment further stimulates CryAB
transcription in transgenic PDAPP brains. The CryAB
promoter has been extensively characterized in the lens
(Somasundaram and Bhat 2004; Duncan and Zhao 2007).
However, relatively less is known about the regulation of
CryAB transcription in brain. The CryAB gene 5′UTR
contains functional HSF1, HSF2, and HSF4 binding sites
(Somasundaram and Bhat 2004; Schug 2008). Although we
cannot rule out an effect of HSF2 and/or HSF4 in the
activation of CryAB transcription, HSF2 is not stress-
inducible (McMillan et al. 2002) and HSF4 is only
expressed in olfactory epithelium and in the lens in the
adult (Nakai 2009). Thus, the increase in CryAB mRNA
observed in PDAPP brains is likely a result of HSF1
transcriptional transactivation in conditions of proteotoxic
stress induced by Ab accumulation.
Up-regulation of CryAB mRNA in PDAPP mouse brains,

however, was not accompanied by a proportional increase in
protein levels (Fig. 4c), suggesting that the increase in
CryAB transcription by HSF1 may represent a blunted
activation of the chaperone response as a consequence of Ab
accumulation that does not result in net increases in CryAB
protein abundance in PDAPP brains.

CryAB is found in close proximity to Ab-immunoreactive

signals in brains of rapamycin-fed PDAPP mice

In addition to the lens, CryAB is also expressed extensively
in other tissues, including the brain (Ecroyd and Carver
2009). CryAB and its C. elegans homolog HSP16 have
previously been implicated in the pathogenesis of Alzhei-
mer’s disease (Wu et al. 2010; Shinohara et al. 1993;
Renkawek et al. 1994). HSP16 is induced by over-expres-
sion of Ab, interacts with Ab in Ab-transgenic C. elegans

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 2 Levels of Ser326-phosphorylated (activated) heat-shock factor
1 (HSF1) are increased in brains of rapamycin-fed human amyloid

precursor protein mice. (a) Representative immunoblots of whole-brain
lysates from control- and rapamycin-fed human amyloid precursor
protein transgenic mice. HSC70 immunoreactive bands serve as

loading control. (b) Quantitative analyses of phosphorylated HSF1
(Ser326), calculated as the ratio of P(S326)HSF1 to total HSF1 for

each sample. (c) Quantitative analyses of phosphorylated HSF1
(Ser303), calculated as the ratio of P(Ser303)HSF1 to total HSF1 for

each sample. Student’s t-test was used to determine significance of
differences between means. p as indicated. Immunoblots for Ser326-
and Ser303-phosphorylated HSF1 and for HSF1 were performed 3

times; immunoblots for HSC70 were performed four times. n = 4–8
animals/group. Data are means � SEM.
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(Fonte et al. 2002, 2008), and can partially suppress Ab
toxicity (Fonte et al. 2008). To determine whether CryAB
was present in proximity to Ab-containing molecules in
PDAPP brains, we performed dual immunolabeling and
confocal microscopy analyses of sections of control- and
rapamycin-fed PDAPP mice using antibodies specific for
CryAB and for Ab (Fig. 3c and d). The antibody used to

detect Ab (6E10) recognizes both the free peptide and its
sequence in full-length APP. Consistent with prior reports
(Fonte et al. 2002, 2008), thresholded Mander’s split
colocalization coefficients (Manders et al. 1993; Costes
et al. 2004) for CryAB and for Ab-immunoreactive signals
were 0.24 and 0.48, respectively, indicating that roughly 1:4
of the CryAB signal and 1 : 2 of the Ab-containing APP

(a) (b)

(c)

(i)

(d)

(e)

(f) (g)

(h)

Fig. 3 Alpha B-crystallin (CryAB) is transcriptionally up-regulated
and is found in the proximity of Ab-specific immunoreactivity in

brains of rapamycin-fed human amyloid precursor protein (PDAPP)
mice. (a) CryAB mRNA levels are higher (1.6-fold) in brains of
control-fed transgenic PDAPP mice, and (b) further augmented (6-
fold) in brains of PDAPP mice chronically fed with rapamycin-

supplemented chow. Data are fold changes in mRNA normalized to
GAPDH. n = 6 animals/group. (c) Representative images of confocal
images obtained from hippocampal CA3 of control-fed (c) and

rapamycin-fed (d) PDAPP mouse brains. (d–g) Orthogonal three-
dimensional projections of a representative z-stack of confocal
images obtained from hippocampal CA3 of rapamycin-fed PDAPP

mice. (d and e) Orthogonal three-dimensional projections of the
green (d) and red (e) channel signals, corresponding to Ab- and

CryAB-specific immunoreactivity, respectively. (f) Overlay of green
(Ab) and green (CryAB) channels. The region of interest shown in

(g) and analyzed in (h) is denoted as a white square. (g) Magnified
view of the inset in (f). (h) Correlation plots for the intensity values of
green (CryAB immunoreactivity) and red (Ab-specific immunoreac-
tivity) signals in the x- and y-orthogonal planes shown in (g). The

antibody used (6E10) detects both free Ab and Ab sequences
embedded in the amyloid precursor protein precursor. (i) Intensity
correlation quotients (ICQ) for CryAB and Ab-specific immunoreac-

tive signals are significantly increased in hippocampi of rapamycin-
fed PDAPP mice (p as indicated). Student’s t-test was used to
determine significance of differences between means. n = 4 ani-

mals/group. Data are means � SEM.
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signal were colocalized with each other, respectively
(Manders et al. 1993; Costes et al. 2004). If two proteins
are parts of the same complex, then their immunostaining
intensities are likely to vary in synchrony (Manders et al.
1993; Li et al. 2004). The intensity correlation quotients
[ICQ, an index of whether the staining intensities are
associated in a random, dependent, or segregated manner,
(Li et al. 2004)] for CryAB and Ab-immunoreactive signals
showed a dependent association that was significantly

increased in rapamycin-treated brains (Fig. 3e and f). These
results suggest that CryAB and Ab or CryAB and Ab-
containing full-length APP molecules, are present in close
proximity in hippocampi of PDAPP transgenic mice, and that
chronic rapamycin feeding enhances their association. Sig-
nals for CryAB- and Ab-specific immunoreactivity were
found in perinuclear structures in which the presence of
CryAB had already been reported [(Raju et al. 2011; Kopito
2000) Fig. 3c].

(a) (b) (c)

(f) (g) (h)

(d) (e)

Fig. 4 Transgenic over-expression of heat-shock factor 1 (HSF1)
reduces Ab levels and increases levels of CryAB and Hsp90 in brains

of human amyloid precursor protein (PDAPP) mice. (a) Levels of
Ab1�40 and (b) Levels of Ab1�42 are reduced in brains of double-
transgenic PDAPP/HSF1+/0 mice. n = 4 animals/group. (c) Represen-

tative immunoblots of whole-brain lysates from non-transgenic (NonTg)
or HSF1+/0 (HSF1), PDAPP single-transgenic and PDAPP/HSF1+/0

(PDAPP/HSF1) double-transgenic mice. Antibodies used in immuno-

blots are indicated. (d) Quantitative analyses and (e) representative
immunoblots show that levels of the APP precursor are unchanged by
HSF1 overexpression. (f–h) Quantitative densitometric analyses of

immunoreactive bands in (c). p as indicated, Tukey’s post hoc test
applied to a significant effect of genotype for the HSF1 transgene

(p = 0.006, one-way ANOVA). (g) A trend that did not reach significance
(p = 0.059) was observed for the effect of genotype for the HSF1
transgene in one-way ANOVA. p as indicated, Student’s t-test for the

comparison between PDAPP and PDAPP/HSF1 groups. (h) No
significant differences in HSP105 abundance were observed between
experimental groups. Immunoblots for CryAB, Hsp90, amyloid precur-

sor protein, andGAPDH were performed three times; immunoblots for
Hsp105 were performed four times. n = 4–8 animals/group. Data are
means � SEM.
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Transgenic over-expression of HSF1 reduces Ab levels in

brains of PDAPP mice

Transgenic HSF1+/0 mice show an enhanced heat shock
response (Pierce et al. 2010). To determine whether the up-
regulation of chaperone proteins is mechanistically linked to
the decrease in Ab levels in PDAPP mice chronically fed
with a rapamycin-supplemented diet, we crossed PDAPP
mice to HSF1+/0 transgenic mice and determined Ab levels in
brains of single-transgenic PDAPP and double-transgenic
PDAPP/HSF1+/0 male progeny at 10 months of age. Double-
transgenic PDAPP/HSF1+/0 mice had significantly reduced
levels of both Ab1�40 and Ab1�42 (Fig. 4a and b) as
compared with mice transgenic for PDAPP alone. This
difference did not arise from changes in levels of the PDAPP
precursor in PDAPP/HSF1+/0 brains, as levels of PDAPP
were not significantly different among experimental groups
(Fig. 4c and d). Thus, over-expression of HSF1+/0 in PDAPP
transgenic brains significantly reduces Ab levels in brain. Ab
deposition was not determined as plaques are not consistently
detectable in PDAPP mice before 12 months of age.

Increased CryAB and Hsp90 expression in PDAPP/HSF1+/0

brains

Like PDAPP mice chronically fed with a rapamycin-
supplemented diet, doubly transgenic PDAPP/HSF1+/0 mice
showed significantly increased brain levels of CryAB
(Fig. 4c and d) and Hsp90 (Fig. 4c and e). In contrast,
levels of Hsp105 (Fig. 4 c and f) and GRP94 were
unchanged in doubly transgenic PDAPP/HSF1+/0 mice.
Higher CryAB levels were observed in animals carrying the
HSF1 transgene irrespectively of their genotype for the
PDAPP transgene (Fig. 4a and b). On the other hand, the
increase in Hsp90 was only observed in animals transgenic
for PDAPP, suggesting that the HSF1-induced increase in
Hsp90 required stimulation by stress (Pierce et al. 2010), in
this case likely arising from the accumulation of Ab in
PDAPP mice (Fig. 4a and e). Thus, over-expression of
HSF1 in PDAPP brains increases levels of a subset of the
group of chaperone proteins that were also up-regulated by
rapamycin treatment (Fig. 1), including CryAB and Hsp90,
but not of Hsp105. Although CryAB levels were increased
in all mice carrying an HSF1 transgene, the up-regulation of
Hsp90 in HSF1 transgenic animals was dependent on the
coexpression of PDAPP and thus likely on the presence of
Ab in brain.

Transgenic over-expression of HSF1 ameliorates AD-like
cognitive deficits in PDAPP mice

As over-expression of HSF1 was sufficient to lower Ab
levels in PDAPP/HSF1+/0 brains (Fig. 4), but increased only
a subset of the chaperone proteins that were up-regulated by
rapamycin, we sought to determine whether cognitive
function would be affected by HSF1 over-expression in
PDAPP/HSF1+/0 mice. To this aim, 10-week-old single and

double-transgenic male progeny from the PDAPP x HSF1+/0

cross were tested with the novel object recognition task
(Antunes and Biala 2012). PDAPP/HSF1+/0 mice showed
significantly improved memory of a previously encountered
object (p = 0.02, Fig. 5a), and this improvement was
significant even when compared with non-transgenic animals
(p = 0.02, Student’s t-test with Welch’s correction). ANOVA

could not be used to test significance of differences between
group means because variance in the PDAPP transgenic
group was significantly different from that of all other groups
(F (11,11) = 3.811, p = 0.03, F test). No differences were
observed in total time spent exploring (data not shown)
between PDAPP and PDAPP/ HSF1+/0 mice, ruling out
differences in motivation. Thus, over-expression of HSF1
significantly enhanced memory of a previously encountered
object in young transgenic PDAPP mice.
Impairments in spatial memory are a frequent feature of the

early stages of AD that is recapitulated in an age-dependent
fashion in transgenic PDAPP mice (Hsia et al. 1999; Galvan
et al. 2006, 2008). To determine whether HSF1 over-
expression would affect spatial learning and memory in
PDAPP/HSF1+/0 double-transgenic mice, we tested groups of
male experimental animals with the Morris water maze task
at 8 months of age, the earliest time at which PDAPP mice
show consistent spatial learning and memory deficits (Hsia
et al. 1999; Galvan et al. 2006, 2008). PDAPP transgenic
animals showed increased floating (Figure S2), as previously
described (Zhang et al. 2010). This was abrogated by HSF1
over-expression (Figure S2). As floating artificially lowers
the values for distance swam, to avoid confounds arising
from increased floating we used latency as a measure of
performance. Although PDAPP animals showed profound
deficits during acquisition, as described (Zhang et al. 2010;
Hsia et al. 1999; Galvan et al. 2006, 2008), learning was
significantly improved in PDAPP/HSF+/0 animals compared
with single-transgenic PDAPP mice (Fig. 5b). PDAPP/
HSF1+/0 mice, however, showed learning deficits when
compared with non-transgenic littermates or to single HSF1+/0

transgenics (Fig. 5b). Thus, over-expression of HSF1
ameliorates but does not abolish AD-like spatial learning
deficits in PDAPP mice. Consistent with these observations,
PDAPP animals showed impaired memory (Fig. 5c). In spite
of their learning improvements, the time spent in the target
quadrant during the probe trial was increased but not
significantly improved in PDAPP/HSF1+/0 mice (Fig. 5c).
Measures of time spent in the target quadrant, however, may
not detect subtle differences in search accuracy(Gallagher
et al. 1993). To determine whether fine differences in
retention might exist between PDAPP and PDAPP/HSF1+/
0, we calculated Gallagher proximity (Gallagher et al. 1993)
for all experimental groups. This measure, which can
accurately resolve differences in search strategies by contin-
uously computing the mouse’s proximity to the target over
the course of the search (Gallagher et al. 1993), is a more
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precise measure of recall. Consistent with their impaired
learning of the platform location, PDAPP mice were
significantly further away from the former platform position
than all other experimental groups at all times during the
probe trial, when the platform was not available (p < 0.05,
Tukey’s multiple comparison test applied to a significant
effect of genotype on performance, p = 0.03, one-way

ANOVA, Fig. 5d). PDAPP/HSF1+/0 animals, however, spent
most of the trial time searching for the platform at locations
significantly closer to its former position, in a manner
indistinguishable from non-transgenic or HSF1+/0 single
transgenic animals (p > 0.05 for both comparisons, p = 0.03,
one-way ANOVA). Thus, consistent with the improvements
observed in spatial learning in PDAPP/HSF1+/0 mice, these

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 5 Transgenic over-expression of heat-shock factor 1 (HSF1)
ameliorates Alzheimer’s disease-like cognitive deficits in human
amyloid precursor protein (PDAPP) mice. (a) Time exploring a novel

object was significantly increased in PDAPP/HSF1 mice, indicating
improved memory of a previously encountered object (p as indicated,
Welch’s correction on Student’s t-test). (b) Although performance in the

Morris water maze in PDAPP and PDAPP/HSF1 groups was signif-
icantly impaired with respect to that of non-transgenic (NTg) littermates
(p < 0.001 and p < 0.01 for the comparison between NTg and PDAPP
and NTg and PDAPP/HSF1, respectively, Bonferroni’s post hoc test

applied to a significant effect of genotype, F(3,128) = 11.38,
p < 0.0001, two-way ANOVA), spatial learning in double-transgenic
PDAPP/HSF1 mice was improved with respect to single-transgenic

PDAPP mice in the last 2 days of training (p as indicated for the
comparison between PDAPP and PDAPP/HSF1 groups, Welch’s
correction on Student’s t-test. Welch’s correction was used because

variances between PDAPP and PDAPP/HSF1 groups were signifi-
cantly different, F(4,4) = 18.32, p = 0.01, F test). A significant interac-

tion between day of training and performance for different genotypes
was observed [F(12,128) = 2.79, p = 0.002]. Overall learning was
effective [F(4,128) = 16.52, p < 0.0001, two-way ANOVA] for all groups.

(c) Time spent in the target quadrant in the probe trial was reduced in
PDAPP mice with respect to non-transgenic littermates, as previously
described (Chin et al. 2005; Galvan et al. 2006, 2008; Meilandt et al.

2009) (p value indicated, Welch’s correction on Student’s t-test). Time
spent in the target quadrant was not significantly different between
PDAPP and PDAPP/HSF1 groups. (d) Distance to the target (Galla-
gher proximity measure) was significantly larger for PDAPP mice with

respect to all other experimental groups at all times during searching in
a probe trial (p < 0.05, Tukey’s multiple comparison test applied to a
significant effect of genotype on performance, p = 0.03, one-way

ANOVA). PDAPP/HSF1+/0 animals, however, spent most of the trial time
searching for the platform at locations closer to its former position, in a
manner indistinguishable from non-transgenic or HSF1+/0 single

transgenic animals (p > 0.05 for both comparisons, p = 0.03, one-
way ANOVA). n = 8–18 animals/group. Data are means � SEM.
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results suggest that over-expression of HSF1 in PDAPP/
HSF1+/0 mice does not abolish but significantly ameliorates
spatial memory deficits of PDAPP mice.
To compare the effect of HSF1 over-expression with that

of rapamycin treatment (Spilman et al. 2010) on spatial
learning and memory in PDAPP mice, we expressed
performance of each experimental group in different
experiments as a percent of the performance of the non-
transgenic control group, using the average latencies at each
day for the calculations. The results of that analysis
revealed that while performance of control PDAPP animals
was worse than that of non-transgenic mice at all times
during spatial training, performance of rapamycin-treated
and HSF1-overexpressing PDAPP animals approached that
of non-transgenic animals in the last 2 days of training.
Maximal performance (at the end of training) of both
groups was improved with respect to control PDAPP mice
to a comparable degree (Figure S3). The same was true for
the measure of memory of the former location of the escape
platform. Thus, HSF1 over-expression is comparable to
chronic rapamycin treatment in improving spatial learning
and memory in PDAPP mice.

Thr37/Thr46-phosphorylation of 4E-BP is reduced in

brains of rapamycin-fed PDAPP mice

We hypothesized that mechanism by which rapamycin
induced the up-regulation of HSPs in PDAPP brains may
involve rapamycin-induced inhibition of 4E-BP1 phosphor-
ylation by mTOR, which would in turn inhibit cap-
dependent protein synthesis and thus allow for the prefer-
ential translation of pre-existing HSP mRNAs (Panniers
1994; Beretta et al. 1996; Cuesta et al. 2000). To determine
whether phosphorylation of 4E-BP1 in brains of PDAPP
mice was affected by chronic rapamycin treatment, we
determined levels of Thr(T)37/T46-phosphorylated 4E-BP1
(Gingras et al. 1999). T37/T46-phosphorylated 4E-BP1
levels were significantly reduced in brains of PDAPP mice

chronically fed with a rapamycin-supplemented diet
(Fig. 6a and b), suggesting that cap-dependent translation
was inhibited in rapamycin-treated PDAPP brains. More-
over, overall levels of 4E-BP1 were significantly increased
in rapamycin-treated PDAPP brain tissues (Fig. 6c), sug-
gesting that chronic inhibition of cap-dependent protein
translation by chronic rapamycin feeding may result in the
up-regulation of 4E-BP1 as previously reported (Demontis
and Perrimon 2010).

Discussion

Persistent mTOR activity has been reported in conditions of
inflammation, cancer, diabetes (Inoki et al. 2002), and AD
(Bove et al. 2011) and it has been suggested that
PI3K/mTOR signaling attenuates the stress response by
inhibiting Hsp70 translation (Sun et al. 2011), favoring the
development of age-related pathologies. Deficiencies in
insulin-PI3K-AKT signaling in AD have been reported
(Liu et al. 2011), possibly resulting from Ab induced
inhibition of Akt/GSK-3b (Jimenez et al. 2011), which
promotes cell death (Simon et al. 2011). The rapid increase
in longevity observed in humans as compared with other
great apes [occurring in the last < 100 000 years (Finch and
Austad 2012)] is not associated with a lengthened reproduc-
tive lifespan. Thus, it has been suggested that there was little
selective pressure to evolve effective mechanisms of neuro-
protection in old age (Finch and Austad 2012). It is therefore
conceivable that brain mTOR activity levels that are adequate
during the reproductive years may become detrimental as
humans age (Blagosklonny 2010; Kapahi 2010). The TOR
pathway is central to the regulation of metabolic processes
and it has also been implicated in the regulation of synaptic
plasticity at nerve terminals (Hoeffer and Klann 2010). It has
become increasingly apparent, however, that excessive
excitability contributes significantly to cognitive impairment
in AD (Palop and Mucke 2010; Bakker et al. 2012). We

(a)
(b) (c)

Fig. 6 Reduced phosphorylation of 4E-BP in brains of rapamycin-fed
human amyloid precursor protein (PDAPP) mice. (a) Representative
immunoblots of 4E-BP and of P(T37/46)4E-BP in whole-brain extracts
from control- and rapamycin-fed PDAPP mice. (b and c) Densitometric

quantitation of (P)4E-BP (b) and of total 4E-BP (c) in whole-brain

extracts of control- and rapamycin-fed PDAPP mice. p-values are
indicated. Student’s t-test was used to determine significance of
differences between means. Immunoblots for 4E-BP and for Thr37/46-
phosphorylated 4E-BP were performed three times. n = 4–8 animals/

group. Data are means � SEM.
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previously showed that chronic (> 16 weeks) feeding of
PDAPP mice with a rapamycin-supplemented diet that
partially inhibits mTOR activity in brain (Halloran et al.
2012; Spilman et al. 2010) preserves cognitive function in
PDAPP mice modeling AD (Spilman et al. 2010), maintains
memory in aged wild-type mice(Halloran et al. 2012), and
enhances memory in younger C57BL/6J mice (Halloran
et al. 2012). Thus, chronic partial inhibition of TOR may
contribute to the amelioration of AD-like deficits in mice.
Chronic rapamycin feeding enhances autophagy in hippo-

campal neurons of PDAPP mice (Spilman et al. 2010) and
other AD models (Caccamo et al. 2010). The data of this
study indicate that chronic inhibition of mTOR induces
another arm of the proteostatic response by augmenting
HSPs in brains of mice modeling AD (Fig. 1 and 2), likely as
a result of preferential translation of pre-existing mRNAs
(Banerji et al. 1984; Theodorakis et al. 1988; Panniers 1994;
Beretta et al. 1996; Morimoto 2008) in rapamycin-treated
PDAPP brains, as in conditions of cellular stress(Panniers
1994; Cuesta et al. 2000).
The small chaperone CryAB was prominent among the

chaperones up-regulated in rapamycin-treated PDAPP
brains, both at the transcriptional and at the protein levels.
Alpha-crystallins act as molecular chaperones by binding to
partially denatured or otherwise functionally impaired pro-
teins and maintaining them in large soluble aggregates
(Basha et al. 2012; Shammas et al. 2011). CryAB is induced
by over-expression of Ab and it interacts with Ab in Ab-
transgenic C. elegans (Fonte et al. 2002, 2008). Moreover,
over-expression of the wild-type ortholog of CryAB, HSP16,
in C elegans is sufficient to partially suppress Ab toxicity
(Fonte et al. 2008), and it was recently shown that binding of
CryAB with Ab fibrils inhibits fibril elongation (Shammas
et al. 2011). In agreement with these data, CryAB was
present in the proximity of Ab-containing polypeptides (Ab
and/or Ab-containing APP) in perinuclear structures (Gamer-
dinger et al. 2011; Raju et al. 2011; Ren et al. 2009) and
this association was enhanced in PDAPP animals chronically
fed with a rapamycin-supplemented diet (Fig. 3). The
perinuclear distribution of CryAB and Ab-immunoreactivity
could reflect an interaction of cytosolic CryAB with Ab-
containing APP in transit through the endoplasmic reticulum.
The subcellular localization of the CryAB/Ab-containing
polypeptide interaction in rapamycin-treated PDAPP brains,
as well as the requirement for CryAB for the rapamycin-
mediated reduction in brain Ab levels remain to be
determined.
Providing strong support for a key role of chaperones in the

preservation of brain function during AD-like pathogenesis,
transgenic over-expression of HSF1 in PDAPP mice mim-
icked the effect of chronic rapamycin feeding, resulting in
significantly reduced brain Ab levels (Fig. 4) and improved
cognitive function (Fig. 5) in PDAPP/HSF1+/0 mice. Among
the chaperones examined, only CryAB and HSP90, which

has a crucial role in the feedback loop that controls HSF1
activity, were up-regulated in PDAPP/HSF1+/0 brains
(Fig. 4). Even though Hsp90 is a major target of HSF1
transcriptional transactivation (Stephanou and Latchman
2011; Ali et al. 1998), our results and prior studies (Pierce
et al. 2010) suggest that its up-regulation requires stress such
as that arising from the accumulation of high levels of Ab in
PDAPP brains. Indeed, HSP90 has been shown to inhibit
early stages of Ab aggregation (Evans et al. 2006), thus
potentially preventing the formation of toxic oligomeric
forms of the peptide (Selkoe 2002; Kayed and Lasagna-
Reeves 2012). Thus, our results suggest that HSP90 may be
part of a protective response triggered by high Ab levels that
is mediated by activation of HSF1 in rapamycin-treated
PDAPP brains.
HSP mRNAs are preferentially translated when cap-

dependent translation is inhibited by different stress stimuli
(Panniers 1994; Beretta et al. 1996; Cuesta et al. 2000). In
agreement with the hypothesis that inhibition of mTOR by
chronic rapamycin feeding may enable HSP synthesis by
partially inhibiting cap-dependent translation, 4E-BP1 phos-
phorylation was decreased in rapamycin-treated PDAPP
brains (Fig. 6). In addition, and similar to what is observed
during stress (Tettweiler et al. 2005) and in conditions of
caloric restriction (Zid et al. 2009), 4E-BP1 levels were
increased in rapamycin-treated PDAPP brains (Fig. 6),
further enforcing inhibition of eIF4E (Gingras et al. 1999).
As human Ab is undetectable before 2.5 month of age, by

10 months of age brains of PDAPP mice have been exposed
to human Ab produced from the hAPP transgene for
approximately three quarters of their lives (Hsia et al.
1999; Galvan et al. 2002). Chronic rapamycin treatment
may continuously facilitate the brain’s response to ongoing
proteotoxic stress by favoring the translation of chaperone
proteins, which maintain proteostasis (Voisine et al. 2010;
Morimoto 2008) and protect cells from damage associated
with the accumulation of Ab (Veereshwarayya et al. 2006;
Wilhelmus et al. 2007; Treusch et al. 2009). Proteins
belonging to other functional groups such as neuronal
structure were induced as well, and could very well
contribute to the neuroprotective effects of rapamycin. A
previous proteomic study, however, did not reveal an up-
regulation of chaperone proteins in rapamycin-treated Jurkat
T cells (Grolleau et al. 2002). This may reflect differences in
cell and tissue type-specific responses between immortalized
T-lymphocyte cells treated with rapamycin in vitro and brain
tissues chronically exposed to rapamycin in vivo.
In summary, our data suggest that the reduction in brain

Ab levels and the amelioration of cognitive deficits in
PDAPP mice chronically fed with a rapamycin-supplemented
diet (Halloran et al. 2012; Spilman et al. 2010) may be due,
at least in part, to the preferential translation of HSP mRNAs
as a consequence of rapamycin-mediated inhibition of
cap-dependent translation, an effect that could be mimicked
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by HSF1 over-expression. Taken together with our previous
studies, our results suggest that chronic rapamycin treatment
may mimic the effect of nutrient deprivation on downstream
effectors of the mTOR pathway, up-regulating proteostatic
responses to stress (Kapahi et al. 2010; Taylor and Dillin
2011) such as the heat shock response (Saunders and Verdin
2009) and autophagy (Spilman et al. 2010; Caccamo et al.
2010), thus blocking or delaying the development of
functional impairments in a mouse model of AD. Our data
support the hypothesis that chronic mTOR inhibition delays
aging, and that an important mechanism mediating this effect
involves preventing or delaying the loss of proteostasis
associated with increasing age. We propose that the failure of
proteostasis associated with aging may be a key event that
enables the initiation of pathogenic processes of AD.
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION 

A. SUPPORTING FIGURES 

 

Figure S1. Levels of HSP22 and HSP70 in brains of PDAPP mice are not affected by rapamycin 

treatment. a. Representative immunoblots of the indicated HSPs in whole-brain extracts. b, 

Densitometric quantitation of immunoblots normalized by Hsc70.  Bars represent the mean of 4 

(HSP22) and 5 (HSP70) mice/group +/- SEM. * indicates P<0.05.  



Figure S2. Increased floating in PDAPP mice. Percent time spent making no attempt to escape 

(“floating”) was significantly increased for PDAPP mice with respect to all other experimental groups 

[*P<0.01, Bonferroni’s post hoc test applied to a significant effect of genotype, F(3,111)=3.82, 

P<0.01, two-way repeated measures ANOVA]. No significant interaction between day of training and 

percent time spent floating for different genotypes was observed (F(9,111)=1.08, P=0.38), thus 

genotype had the same effect at all times during training. Data are means ± SEM.  

 

B. SUPPORTING METHODS 

Rapamycin treatment. Rapamycin was used at 14 mg per kg food (verified by HPLC). On the 

assumption that the average mouse weighs 30 g and consumes 5 g of food/day, this dose supplied 

2.24 mg rapamycin per kg body weight/day{Harrison, 2009 #107}. All mice were given ad libitum 

access to rapamycin or control food and water for the duration of the experiment. Body weights and 

food intake were measured weekly. Food consumption remained constant for both control- and 

rapamycin-fed groups during treatment (no significant effect of week number on food consumption by 

two-way ANOVA). As previously reported, food consumption was higher for rapamycin-fed animals. 

This may be a result of the inhibition of the mTOR pathway, which is expected to mimic the unfed 

state. Littermates (transgenic and non-transgenic mice) were housed together, thus we could not 



distinguish effects of genotype on food consumption. In spite of the differences in food consumption, 

overall body weight of control- and rapamycin-fed groups was not significantly different. 

2D Gel Electrophoresis: Tissues were homogenized with a teflon probe on ice in 50mM Tris 10mM 

MgSO4 pH7.4 with a protease inhibitor cocktail (Roche) and processed for 2D gel electrophoresis as 

described{Pierce, 2008 #121}.  Homogenates were centrifuged at 16,000g for 30 min at 4°C. The 

supernatant was then precipitated in 10% trichloroacetic acid at 4°C, then protein pellets were 

washed with 1:1 ice cold ethanol:ethyl acetate. Protein pellets were dissolved in 8M urea with 4% 3-

[(3-cholamidopropyl)dimethylammonio]-2-hydroxy-1-propanesulfonate (CHAPS).  Protein 

concentration was determined by BCA assay. Two-hundred µg of protein was mixed with 0.4% 

ampholytes (Biorad), and 4 µl of destreak reagent (GE Healthcare), diluted to a volume of 300 µl and 

loaded on 4-7 immobilized pharmalyte gradient (IPG) strips for isoelectric focusing.  Focused strips 

were separated on 12% PAGE gels following reduction with 10 mg/ml dithiothreitol and blocking with 

25 mg/ml iodoacetimide in equilibration buffer (50mM Tris, pH 8.8, 6M urea, 30%(v/v) glycerol, 

2%(w/v) SDS). Spots were visualized by staining gels with Sypro Ruby, and quantitated using 

PDQuest Advanced (Biorad).  

Behavioral testing. The novel object recognition task was used to test recognition memory{Antunes,  

#76}. Mice tend to spend more time interacting with a new object rather than one they have 

previously encountered. Experimental animals were habituated to the testing arena, a clean cage, 24 

h before training. On day 1, mice were presented with two different objects and allowed to explore 

them. On day 2, one of the objects was replaced with a new one. The amount of time mice spent 

exploring the novel and the previously encountered objects was recorded. The Morris water maze 

(MWM){Morris, 1984 #21; Galvan, 2006 #18; Galvan, 2008 #19; Zhang,  #20} was used to test spatial 

memory. All animals showed no deficiencies in swimming abilities, directional swimming or climbing 

onto a cued platform during pre-training and had no sensorimotor deficits as determined with a 

battery of neurobehavioral tasks performed 2 weeks prior to testing. The procedure described by 

Morris et al.{Morris, 1984 #21} was followed as described{Galvan, 2006 #18; Spilman,  #22}. Briefly, 



transgenic and non-transgenic PDAPP mice were given a series of 6 trials, 1 hour apart in a light-

colored tank filled with opaque water whitened by the addition of non-toxic paint at a temperature of 

24.0±1.0°C. Animals were trained to find a 12x12-cm submerged platform (1 cm below water surface) 

placed in one quadrant of a water tank surrounded by opaque dark panels 30 cm away from the tank, 

serving as distal cues. The animals were released at different locations in each 60’ trial. If mice did 

not find the platform in 60 seconds, they were gently guided to it. After remaining on the platform for 

20 seconds, the animals were removed and placed in a dry cage under a warm heating lamp. Twenty 

minutes later, each animal was given a second trial using a different release position. This process 

was repeated a total of 6 times for each mouse, with each trial  approximately 20 minutes apart, for a 

total of 4 days. At the end of training, a 45-second probe trial was administered in which the platform 

was removed from the pool. The time spent in the quadrant where the platform had been located and 

the Gallagher proximity measure{Gallagher, 1993 #78} was determined as a measure of platform 

location retention. Animals that showed high anxiety (“thigmotaxers or wall huggers” spending more 

than 85% of trial time within 10 cm of the tank wall) were taken out of the study. During the course of 

testing, animals were monitored daily, and their weights were recorded weekly. Performance in all 

tasks was recorded by a computer-based video tracking system (Water2020, HVS Image, U.K).  Data 

were analyzed offline by using HVS Image and processed with Microsoft Excel.  

Immunoblots: For the experiments of Figure 1, membranes were immunoblotted with a multi-plexed 

cocktail of antibodies containing HSC70 (rat, SPA815 1:10000), HSP70 (mouse, SPA810 1:10000), 

HSP105 (rabbit, abcam24503 1:5000), HSP90 (rabbit, SPA846 1:10000), HSP60 (rabbit, cell 

signaling #4870 1:1000), HSP25 (rabbit, SPA801 1:5000), CryAB (rabbit, abcam ab13497 1:2000), 

GRP94 (rat, santacruz sc-56399 1:10000), and α−Synuclein (mouse, abcam ab78541 1:2000) 

overnight at 4º C. Primary antibodies were detected using anti-rat Alexa 647 (Invitrogen), anti-mouse 

IRDye 680LT, or anti-rabbit IR Dye800 CW (Li-Cor) conjugated antibodies. Secondary antibodies 

were incubated at 1:3000 (rat) or 1:10000 (mouse and rabbit) for 2 hours at room temperature and 

images were captured using a Typhoon 9410 variable mode imager (GE Healthcare) for Alexa 647 or 



Odyssey Imaging System (Li-Cor, Lincoln) for IRDye 680LT, IR Dye800. In all other experiments, 

proteins from soluble fractions of brain LN2 homogenates were resuspended in 1 mM α-

glycerophosphate, 5 mM sodium orthovanadate, 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM EGTA, 2 mM dithiotreitol and 

protease inhibitors cocktail (Roche) in phosphate-buffered saline. Homogenates were then sonicated 

and centrifuged at 15,000 g for 15 min at 4oC. The protein concentration in supernatants was 

determined by the BCA assay and resolved by SDS/PAGE (Invitrogen, Temecula, CA) under 

reducing conditions and transferred to a PVDF membrane, which was incubated in a 5% solution of 

non-fat milk or in 5% BSA for 1 hour at 20°C.  After overnight incubation at 4°C with the following 

primary antibodies, at the indicated dilutions: anti-HSF1 (Stressgen #SPA-901, rabbit  1:1000); anti-

HSF1 PSer326 (Abcam, ab76076 1:5000), anti-CryAB as described above, anti-Aβ (6E10, Covance 

#SIG 39340, 1:1000), anti-GAPDH  (Open Biosystems # TAB1001, 1:2000); anti-4E-BP1 (Cell 

Signaling  #9452, 1:1000); anti-(P)4E-BP1(Thr37/46) (Cell Signaling # 9459, 1:1000). Membranes 

were washed in TBS-Tween 20 (TBS-T) (0.02% Tween 20, 100mM Tris pH 7.5; 150 nM NaCl) for 20 

minutes and incubated at room temperature with appropiate secondary antibodies. The blots were 

then washed 3 times for 20 minutes each in TBS-T and then incubated for 5 min with Super Signal 

(Pierce, Rockford, IL), washed again and exposed to film or imaged with a Typhoon 9200 variable 

mode imager (GE Healthcare, NJ).  

Real-time quantitative PCR (RT-PCR): Whole mouse brain tissues (corresponding to one complete 

hemisphere) were snap frozen on dry ice and were later homogenized in liquid nitrogen. Total RNA 

was extracted from each sample using the mirVana isolation Kit (Ambion #AM1560) and 

subsequently treated with DNAse (Invitrogen #18068-015). Thirty ng of RNA were reverse transcribed 

into cDNA using a commercially available kit (Invitrogen #18080-051). qRT-PCR reactions were 

performed in triplicates using PowerSYBR Green master mix (Promega #4367659). 

Expression levels for control and rapamycin treated experimental groups (n = 6 per group) were 

determined by normalization against the gene that showed the least variation among samples 



(GRP94) using the comparative C(T) method [Schmittgen and Livak (2008) Nat Protoc 3:1101] with 

cycle threshold (2-
Δ
Ct). Primers used were: 

HSP60 FWD 5-OH-TGTAGACCTTTTAGCAGATGCTG-OH-3; HSP60 rev 5-OH-

CGTCCTGAACAAGTTTAGCTCCA-OH-3;HSP105 FWD   5-OH-CAGGTACAAACTGATGGTCAACA-

OH-3; HSP105rev 5-OH-TGAGTTAAGTTCAGGTGAAGGG-OH-3; GRP78FWD 5-OH-

ACTTGGGGACCACCTATTCCT-OH-3; GRP78 rev 5-OH-ATCGCCAATCAGACGCTCC-OH-3; 

GRP94 FWD 5-OHTCGTCAGAGCTGATGATGAAGT-OH-3; GRP94 rev 5-OH-

GCGTTTAACCCATCCAACTGAAT-OH-3; HSP16 FWD  5-OH-GTTCTTCGGAGAGCACCTGTT-OH-

3; HSP16 rev 5-OHGAGAGTCCGGTGTCAATCCAG-OH-3; HSP22 FWD 5-OH-

TCCCGTGCTCCTACCCAAG-OH-3; HSP22 rev  5-OH-GCTGTCAAGTCGTCTGGAAAAG -OH-3. 

Immunohistochemistry. Ten-micrometer coronal cryosections from snap-frozen brains were post-

fixed in ice-cold methanol and stained with CryAB-specific antibodies (Abcam ab13497) and with 

antibodies that recognize the Aß portion of the APP protein (6E10) followed by AlexaFluor488-

conjugated donkey anti-rabbit IgG (1:500, Molecular Probes, Invitrogen, CA) and AlexaFluor594-

conjugated donkey anti-mouse IgG (1:500, Molecular Probes, Invitrogen, CA), and imaged with a 

laser scanning confocal microscope (Zeiss LSM 510) using a 488 Argon laser and a 505 long-pass 

filter. Images were obtained using a 60X objective. Z-stacks of confocal images were processed 

using Image J. Colocalization analyses were performed using the Colocalization Indices plugin in 

ImageJ (Kouichi Nakamura, Kyoto University, Japan). All images were collected in the molecular 

layer of the cornu ammonis region 3 of the hippocampus at Bregma ~-2.18. The MBL Mouse Brain 

Atlas was used for reference. 

 


